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My invention relates to cloth racks and more
particularly to a combined display and storage
rack for housing lengths of fabrics in a con
venient, expeditious, space-saving and eye-ap
pealing manner.

s

Heretofore in the establishments of merchant
tailors, bolts of fabrics were stored on shelves.
When the tailor desired to show cloth to a pros

Figure 3 is a fragmentary view of a detail of

pective customer, it was necessary for him to

remove a bolt and unroll a length of cloth for
the customer's inspection. This is a time-con
suming and burdensome task and fails to dis
play the cloth to its best advantage. Further
more, the bolts of cloth become dusty and fre
quently become soiled from handling. Due to
the difficulty of handling bolts of cloth, the prac

tice of showing swatches was adopted by many

tailors. A fragment of cloth, however, fails to
display the overall effect of the texture, color
and design of the fabric or to create the im

pression conveyed by a broad expanse of fabric

such as would be presented by a suit of clothes.
Frequently customers find that they dislike a
suiting in finished form which they liked when
viewed as a small sample.

One object of my invention is to provide an
improved cloth rack housing lengths of cloth
in a convenient and accessible manner. Another object of my invention is to provide
an improved cloth rack for displaying lengths
of fabric, each of which is of sufficient length
for a suit of clothes for ready and accessible
inspection by a prospective customer.
Another object of my invention is to provide
a cloth rack for displaying a large number of
different fabries in a manner to maintain the
fabrics clean and free from dust.

2

to be readin conjunction therewith and in which
like reference numerals are used to indicate like
parts in the various views,
Figure 1 is a perspective view showing my im
proved cloth rack with various panels in housed
and partially opened positions.
Figure 2 is a perspective view of my improved
rack showing the panel construction.

O

a panel drawn on an enlarged scale.
Figure 4 is a top plan view with parts in sec
tion.

Figure 5 is a sectional view taken along the

line 5-5 of Figure 4 drawn on an enlarged scale.
5
Figure6 is a fragmentary sectional view show
ing the panel supporting structure.
More particularly, referring now to the draw
ings, I provide a plurality of angularly disposed
housings f, 2, 3 and 4, constructed adjacent a
20. wall 5 of a display room. In the ceiling of the
room or in a false ceiling 6, I support, in any
suitable manner, a plurality of channel irons
having their lower ends 8 and 9 bent upwardly
to form tracks as can readily be seen by reference
25 to Figures 5 and 6. The track channels 7 are
shown supported by brackets 10 which are bolted
to the overhead building structure by means of
bolts ff. The overhead structure which may be
the ceiling or false ceiling 6 is provided with a
30 plurality of slots 12 to permit the panel suspen
sion to slide freely into and out of the housing
s
A plurality of carriages 3 are supported by a
inumber of wheels 4 journaled on suitable axles
along the tracks.

35

15. The wheels 4 are adapted to ride in the
, guideways 7. Panels or frames 6 are supported
from the carriages 3 by means of suspension
rods 7. Secured to each end of the frame or

A further object of my invention is to provide
a combined cloth housing and display rack which ... panel 6 in any suitable manner as by bolts 20,

Will occupy a minimum area in a merchant tailor's

establishment.

Other and further objects of my invention
will appear from the following description.
In general my invention contemplates the pro
vision of a plurality of angularly disposed hous
ings adjacent a wall of a merchant tailor's es
tablishment, sales room or the like. Each hous
ing is provided with one or several sliding panels
or frames. Each panel is provided with means
for supporting a length of suiting sufficient for
a suit of clothes. The supporting means I prefer
are hinged brackets adjacent the top of each
frame. The brackets overlap so that a large
number of lengths of cloth may be supported
from a single panel. The pivoting of the bracket
will permit a particular length of cloth to be
inspected in detail. When not in use the panel
is adapted to be rolled into its housing.
In the accompanying drawings which form
part of the instant specification and which are

4.

are a pair of brackets 18. As can readily be seen

by reference to Figures 3 and 6, the brackets 8
are secured to the suspension rods of the car
riages 3 by nuts f9, the lower ends of the suspen
sion rods being threaded at 2?. A plurality of
45 hinged brackets or hangers 22 are secured to the
upper rail 23 of each frame 46, as can readily be
seen by reference to Figures 2 and 3. The brack
ets are positioned so that they normally overlap
one another as shown in Figure 4. Each bracket
50 may be of any desired length though I prefer
to make each bracket about the length of half
of the -width of a bolt of cloth. The length of
the frame.or panel is such that a length of suit
ing, say 3% yards:to 4 yards, suitable for one suit
55. sof clothes, may be readily draped over each
hanger.
Within each housing I provide guide members
24 into which the lower rails 25 of the frames or

panels depend. The guide rail limits the ampli
60

tude of motion of the lower rails of the frames

2,547,368
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4.

though the clearance between the guide members

therefore understood that my invention is not

24 and the lower rails is sufficient for frictionless
ovement.

Scribed.

to be limited to the specific details shown and de

Having thus described my invention, I claim:

For purposes of illustration and not by Way of
limitation, I have shown each housing with tWO

1. A cloth rack including in combination a
plurality of housingS mounted in Substantially

sliding frames. It is to be understood that a
single sliding frame inay be employed or a greater
number than two if desired. Similarly, any suit

able number of housings may be employed, the
only limitation being the length of the wall along
which they are to be installed.
The end of each sliding frame carries a closure
strip 25 of such width that when the sliding
frames are in housed position, adjacent closure
strips 2S will close the end of the housing in a

comparatively dustproof relation. Each closure
strip carries a handle 2 so that frame may be
readily pulled out to display its burden.
in use the panels or frames are pulled out one
at a time and lengths of cloth 28 are draped on
the hangers 22 such that the lengths of cloth
hang the full length of the panel. The upper
end of each cloth length may be pinned, basted
or secured in any suitable manner. Each frame
is filed and my improved rack is ready for use.

vertical position adjacent the side wall of a build
0

ing structure, a common roof formed with a plu
rality of elongated slots, Said roof extending over
the housings, each housing being laterally dis
placed from its adjacent housing and forming
Substantially the same angle with the side wall,

5

a plurality of guide tracks mounted above the
roof, each guide track extending over and be
yond its respective housing and in overlapping re
lation to an adjacent housing, carriages mounted
upon the guide tracks for movement therealong,
frames, means extending through the Slots for
SLISpending the frames from the carriages for

20

2. A cloth rack as in claim 1 in which the

25

Norihaly at night or when the establishment is
closed the racks are slid to housed position aS

shown in Figure 1 by the racks in housing . A
length of fabric on an individual hanger may be
readily inspected by Swinging the bracket hanger
away from the rail. The brackets extend in such

movement into and out of irespective housings,
and a plurality of brackets each adapted to sup
port a length of cloth mounted upon each of the
frames adjacent the upper portions thereof.

brackets are pivoted and disposed in position to
Overlap when lying adjacent the frame.

3. A cloth rack as in claim 1 in which each of

the frames is provided with a closure strip car
ried by the frame, the closure strip adapted to
30

close the housing when the frame is moved to
housed position.

4. A cloth rack including in combination a plu
rality of housings, a roof for each housing formed
with a plurality of elongated slots, a plurality of
guide means positioned above each of the roofs
and extending over and beyond each of the
housings, carriages mounted on respective guide
means for movement therealOng, a plurality of
frames for each housing, means extending
i through the slots for suspending respective
frames from the carriages for independent move
ment into and out of each housing, a plurality of
brackets carried by respective frames adjacent
the cbjects of my invention. I have provided a
upper portions thereof for Supporting respective
novel, improved cloth rack for displaying fabrics
lengths of cloth, each of the housing and frame
and housing them in a manner to reduce han- ; 5 assemblies
being disposed adjacent a side wall
dling. the inspection of a large piece of cloth
a building structure in substantially the same
gives the prospective customer a more accurate of
angular relation therewith and positioned sub
appraisal of how a suit of clothes will look when
Stantially adjacent each other so that a frame,
tailored from the fabric. This cannot be con
veyed by the inspection of SWatches and to a less : When extended, will overlap an adjacent hous

direction that should one or more be inadver

tently extended, the sliding of the panel to housed
position Willi automatically SWing the bracket ad
jacent the rail. The entire stock of fabrics can
be inspected very quickly, simply and Conven
iently. The labor of carrying bolts of cloth is
eliminated. The risk of soiling cloth is greatly
minimized inasmuch as the inspection is visual
and handling is reduced and in some cases elimi
nated entirely.
It will be observed that I have accomplished

lag.

complete degree by the inspection of the end of
a bolt of cloth. If desired a length of fabric can
be quickly and easily slid from the end of the
hangers 22 and inspected in daylight Where a,
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It will be understood that certain features and 65

Sub-combinations are of utility and may be en
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Sub-combinations. This is contemplated by and
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